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All Types of Planning and

Planning Appeals, Homeowner Appeals, Commercial

Appeals, Certificate of Lawfulness Appeals,

Change of Use Appeals, Houses of Multiple

Occupancy (HMO) Appeals, Listed Buildings Consent

Appeals, Appeals against Non-Determination and

Much more.

Enforcement appeals covered

fixed fee pricing structure
No matter what type of Planning Appeal Service

you require we can offer you a Fixed Fee solution.



our planning appeal service

At HEAL Planning Appeals we like to think that our well

above average Appeals success rate is due to our very

different approach and company structure. Our team

consists of both experienced planning and legal experts

who have worked in local authorities and in the private

sector. In these roles they have undertaken alltypes of

planning appeals for clients for many years. We therefore

understand what can be done and recognise that sometimes

there are options available which may otherwise be

overlooked.

Our experts produce appeals that cover   not only the

basics but go in depth to utilise and leverage the National

Planning Policy Framework, Local Plans and guidance,

Local Planning Precedent, Planning Obligations and such

other techniques and opportunities that may be available

for use which can give our clients enhanced chances of

success - this includes the knowledge and experience our

team has from the decades of dealing with similar matters

all over the country.



planning reports
We are often asked for our opinion on potential planning

issues including whether an appeal has a reasonable

chance of success, how best to approach a planning

application for its best chance of success and is it worth

contesting and appealing an enforcement notice.

With larger and slightly more complicated planning issues

it might be worth considering having a full review and

report produced. This report will enable you to make a

fully informed decision relating to your planning matters.

We will present potential options which may include 



Often clients have found our reports have enabled them to

save time and thousands of pounds in costs by allowing

them to make informed decisions.

Our planning reports will provide you a detailed insight

into what potential obstacles we perceive are ahead and

what needs to be done to overcome any objections or

refusal reasons you may have already been given to try

and achieve a successful outcome.

re-submitting a modified application through to what

would provide you with your best chance of success at

appeal.



homeowner planning appeals
The vast majority of Planning Appeals are not handled by

people who have Planning and Legal expertise and

knowledge like ourselves. this is why only 30% of Planning

Appeals are successful nationally. In fact, many Planning

Appeals are handled by architects, property agents and

even the applicant themselves and as such they fail to

produce a robust Appeal Statement that addresses both

planning and important legal arguments that together

can  dramatically increase a Planning Appeals chance of

success.



refusal reasons
Sometimes it’s more about the way your application was

approached. in many instances planning applications don’t

include a planning statement that covers and addresses

potential refusal reasons or why the permission should be

granted. Often however, Local Planning Officers and

Planning Committees refuse applications because of local

objections even though you have a legitimate claim for the

permission you are seeking. These politically motivated

refusals are very common and with the right strategy and

approach can be overcome.
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With the removal of permitted development rights in many

areas across england and wales by way of an Article 4

Direction, it is essential to have the correct planning

permission in place should you wish to operate a HMO. this is

additional to licensing requirements.

Houses of Multiple Occupancy
HMO Appeals
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Many owners of HMO properties who hve been caught out by

Article 4 Direction areas have found themselves not only

receiving a refusal for their initial planning application,

but also receiveing an Enforcement notice fairly shortly

after the refusal reducing the appeal time available. We

are able to help with appealing both.

Many Local Authorities seem to automatically refuse HMO

applications on various reasons ranging from Highways

and Noise through to A Reduction in Family Housing Stock.

Many of these reasons can be addressed and overcome with

a formulated robust appeal taking into account positive

reasons for allowing the permission.



Enforcement Notice Appeals
Failure to Comply with an Enforcement Notice and if you

fail to appeal in the time scale provided can result in fines

and action to physically rectify the planning breach.

If the Council has decided to pursue enforcement action

over the alleged unauthorised development at your

property,   Or if you have received an Enforcement Notice

already you may be concerned about it and wondering what

can be done - We do provide services to people in very

similar situations all over England and Wales.

Do not dispair, we can help



Our team consists of both experienced planning and legal

experts  who have worked in Local Authorities and in the

private sector and have undertaken many Enforcement

Appeals for clients for many years. We therefore

understand what can be done and recognise that sometimes

there are options available which may otherwise be

overlooked. Often Enforcement Notices are issued within a

few days of a refusal of planning permission reducing your

appeal time on the refusal of the planning application as

well from months to days! (We can appeal both!)

IMPORTAnT!: Many Local Planning Authorities issue

enforcement notices almost immediately after issuing a

planning refusal notice for a retrospective development,

which reduces the time available to appeal any planning

refusal from weeks and months to days in most cases!



hooper enterprise associates Limited
Our professional planning appeal service is overseen by

Dr Robin Hooper LLB LLM Phd FRSA has been   designed as a

Fixed Fee cost-effective way to challenge local

authorities' refusals of planning applications and

enforcement notices. Our fixed fee option is the ideal 
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HEAl planning appeals, 11 St Mary's Place Shrewsbury. SY1 1DZ.

solution for people who want to

access professional experts

experience but who simply cannot

or do not want to pay Solicitor /

planning consultant hourly rate

fees or cannot afford appealing

without the knowledge of the full

cost in advance. solicitor and 

Consultant fees can usually be quite daunting, especially

when they will not provide an absolute cost in advance.

Our Fixed Fee Solutions solve this.

Dr Robin Hooper


